Tenshi Whitepaper

Introduction
Launched in July 2021, Tenshi represents a governance token to the Kishu Inu ecosystem.
Tenshi aims to bring utility to future projects of Kishu Inu, such as Kishu’s NFT Crate, Kishu
Learn, and Kishu Play.
Disclaimer
Tenshi including, but not limited to the overall project, the token, website, smart contracts
and any applications it might coincide with in the Kishu Inu ecosystem, as presented in this
conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of
any kind, and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website
(Kishu.com) or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or
legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. Tenshi is a
decentralized, community driven project that represents a complementary token to the Kishu
Inu ecosystem, and does not have any owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers,
managers, directors or other figures or entities. Tenshi smart contracts are open-source,
security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. Tenshi is strictly a utility token in
any jurisdiction and is not and can not be considered as a security or otherwise a regulated
token of any kind, and is not in any way e-money and/or a fiat or asset backed stablecoin,
whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in Tenshi
or acquire or use its tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit in any form. Any
user of Tenshi declares to have received appropriate technical, administrative, regulatory
and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper, and accepts
that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of blockchain
and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, interface including Tenshi and further
acknowledges with full disclaimer for any community member directly or indirectly involved
with Tenshi, that there can be any kind of damage suffered, including total loss.

About Tenshi
Meet Kishu’s sidekick, Tenshi!
Tenshi was created in July 2021 with the goal of bettering Kishu’s entire ecosystem, while
providing adequate utility to the entire project, and rewarding its holders through the
advanced tokenomics which include giving rewards in Ethereum just by holding Tenshi.
Tenshi’s main use cases will include staking within our Kishu Learn and Kishu Play
platforms (future projects), which will yield prizes in either Tenshi or Kishu, while
simultaneously educating users about the crypto space, and providing all users with fun and
interactive games.

Since it represents a governance token to Kishu Inu, it will also be used for charity work
where the community will be able to choose which charitable organizations will directly
receive donations from the Kishu Inu project.
$Tenshi Token
Tenshi is an ERC20 token which started on the Ethereum blockchain, July 2021.
Tenshi’s maximum supply is 1 billion, and one of its key technicalities include a decentralized
usage rewards mechanism, where holders enjoy 2% rewards in Ethereum on every active
user’s transaction; buy and sell. Rewards are only applicable to decentralized wallets, which
fosters a healthy distributed network and active community engagement. Holding is the
name of the game!
The Tenshi Token Smart Contract has applied for an audit, which will prove its top-grade
security to ensure trust and confidence in the project.
Exchanges
Kishu Swap - 2-10% Slippage (depending on how congested the network is)
Uniswap - 2-10% Slippage (depending on how congested the network is)

